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Abstract - JPL has a requirement for telerobotic tools for
planetary sample acquisition, which requirelowpower
and
have the ability to work inharsh
environments. We are
currently investigating the possibility of using ultrasonic horns
to develop a family of ultrasonic tools for these environments.
In an effort to determine control parameters a one-dimensional
Mason's model for a stepped ultrasonic hornassembly was
developed which includes the effects of mechanical
and
electrical losses in the piezoelectric material and acoustic
elements. The model is separated into three regions; the
piezoelectric stack including stress bolt the backing layer and
the horn. The model is found to predict the impedance data of
the horn assembly very accurately up to the first coupled
(radial) resonance. The model also allows for the calculation of
the velocity and force and power delivered to each acoustic
element. FEM modeling and accelerometer data from the horn
tip were
used
to corroborate the model. The difficulties
associated with modeling the load impedance of various devices
will be discussed and current directions noted.

I. INTRODUCTION

a piezoelectricstackwith
a stress bolt mechanicallyin
parallel and a three layered stepped horn. A schematic of the
horn assembly is shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1: Schematicof the horn, stack withstress
bolt and backing layers. Relative dimensions are to scale.

11. DESCRIPTION
OF THE MODEL

Theultrasonichornshown
in Figure 1 can be
JPL's requirement for telerobotic sample acquisition
tools, which use low power and have the ability to work
in brokendown into three general regions. The piezoelectric
stack and stress bolt, the backing layers on the back face of
harsh environments, has created an interest in novel tooling
thetransducerandthehorn
on the front faceofthe
mechanisms.Oneof
the researchthrusts is intheareaof
transducer. In order to proceed with modeling
each of the
ultrasonic drilling. Currently JPL in
collaboration
with
three elements of theultrasonic horn are modeled and studied
Cybersonics
investigating
is
the
possibility
using
of
ultrasonic horns todevelopanultrasonic
drill for these independently. The assembly is then studied as a whole.
environments. In an effort todeterminecontrolparameters
we have usedMason's equivalent circuit to model the stepped A . Piezoelectric Stack and Stress Bolt.
. The piezoelectric stack and stress bolt are modeled using
ultrasonic horn assembly.
Analytical solutions
to
the wave
equation
in Mason's equivalent circuit for a length extensional resonator.
In order to accomplishthis we use the network representation
piezoelectricmaterialscan be quitecumbersometoderive
from first principles in all but a few cases. Mason[l],[2] was of a non-piezoelectric solid acoustic element as described by
the hornwehave
able to show that for one-dimensional analysis that most of Redwood[4] and McSkimmin[7].For
chosen to model, the stress
bolt is of the order of 1/6 the
the difficulties in deriving the solutions could be overcome
mechanical impedance of the piezoelectric stack. Since the
by borrowing from network theory. He presented an exact
impedance is smaller we have assumed
a constant strain in
equivalent circuit that separated the piezoelectricmaterial
stress bolt. Thismeans
into an electrical port and two acoustic ports through the use thepiezoelectricstackandthe
acousticelementsinMason's
equivalent circuit shouldbe
ofan ideal electromechanical transformer.Themodelhas
added in series for the piezoelectric and the stress bolt. The
been widely
used
to
model free and
mass
loaded
equivalent circuit for the stress bolt and the stack is shown in
resonators[3],
transient
response[4], material
constant
Figure 2. The area of the stack is A=n(r? -r12) and the total
determination[5], and a host of other applications including
length of the stack and stress bolt is L =nt. where n is the
ultrasonic horns[6]. In the following section we describe an
equivalent circuit for a transducer with two layersof backing number of layers in the stack t is the thickness of the layer.

The parameters of the Mason’s equivalent circuit for the ring
stack and stress bolt shown in Figure 2 are.

e, =-

It should be noted that (7) is an approximation duethe finite
length of thestack.
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B Backinglayers
Thebackinglayer
canbe
represented bytwo
acoustic
elements with matched boundary conditions as is shown in
Figure 3.

where Z, =pvA is the specific acoustic impedance which is
the product of the density, velocity and area of the acoustic
element.
The
superscripts designate
whether
the value
correspondsto the stress bolt SB or thepiezoelectric P.
r =w/v is the complex propagationconstant for each material
where v is the velocity of the acoustic element The velocity
of the piezoelectric is v = (l/psD33)”2 where s~~~is the
complex open circuit compliance in the poling direction. The
velocity of thestress bolt is

.=(;)

The elements of the acoustic network
are.

of the backing layer

L
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where Y = Y(l+i/Q) is the complex Young‘s modulus. Q is
is the mechanical Q of thematerial.
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where bi , Zio,ri are the length, specific acoustic impedance
and complex propagation constant of the ithlayer. The total
acoustic impedance of the backingstack and stress bolt up to
the center of the acoustic transmission
line is

z, = z y+ z ;+z;l -t
C Horn
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Figure 2. Mason‘s equivalent circuit for a piezoelectric ring
stack with a center stress bolt. Parameters are shown in (1)
to (7).

The horn equivalentcircuit is similar to the model for the
backinglayerexceptan
additional layer is present. It is
interesting to note that the stepped horn response discussed
byBelford[8]isinherent
in the response oftwo or more
networkrepresentationsof acoustic element. The acoustic
layers are shown in Figure 4. Each layer in the horn is a T
network of the tan and sin functions,. however due to space

limitations ofweshow
element.
The

0-

the Tnetworkas a single three port
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Table 1. Properties of the horn elements usedin the modeling

- Zh3,

Zh3,
Zh3s Zh2,

ZhIs

whereZ,=l/ioC,.And
N is the turns ratio defined in (2).
properties of the elements
of
the
are horn
shown in Table
1 . We have used the unclamped velocity in the model since
at these frequencies the elements are not laterally clamped.
That is v = ( Y / ~ ) ”where
~
Y is the Young‘s modulus and p is
the density.

Piezoelectric Stack
ID. = 0.0125 m OD.=0.025 m L= 0.0212 m
p =7800kg/m3 n=4
d,, = 280(1-0.000Si) pC/N
E,,,

\I

= 1.09x10~*(1-0.0015i) F/m

sE3,= 2.0~10-~~(1-0.0012i)
m2/N
~

Stress Bolt
L= 0.0212 m p =7890kg/m3
v = 4970( l+O.OOli)m/s

Figure 4. The equivalent circuit of the horn.

OD.=0.00952m

The acoustic impedance of the right side of the acoustic
transmission line which includes the unloaded,unclamped
horn is

z, =zy +z,p+zfl
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Horn Layer 1
OD.=0.0268 m L=0.00775 m p =4430kg/m3
v = 5 150( l+O.OOOGi)m/s
Horn Layer 2
OD.=0.0366 m L=0.00325 m p =4430kg/m3
v = 5 150( 1+0.0006i)
m/s
Horn Layer 3
OD.=0.00890m L=0.0583 m p =4430kg/m’
v = 5150(l+O.OOOGi) m/s

1

For a given harmonic force on the front face of the horn the
velocity v and the displacement d=v/iw of the tip of the horn
can be determined by finding the current through the
acoustic impedance Z,h3 at the endof the horn. The total
acoustic impedance for the case where the front andback
acoustic ports are shorted (free to expand)
7

7

z,=z:+z,P+ L R L L
Z R

(14)
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where Z, and Z, are the sum of the acoustic impedances on
the left and right side of the piezoelectric material as defined
in (12) and (13). The total electrical impedance as seen from
the electrical port is

N2

Backing Layer 1
L= 0.0127 m p =7890kg/m3
v = 4970(1+0.001i)m/s
Backing Layer2
OD.=0.011 m L= 0.00902 m p =7890kg/m3
v = 4970(1+0.001i)m/s

OD.=0.0268 m

The imDedance of the horn was measured as a function of
frequency using a Solatron 1260 Impedance Analyzer. The
data and the predicted impedance data are shown in Figure 5.
The predicted impedance data was generated using equation
15 and the properties in Table 1. As can be seen the fit is
very good around the fiist two resonances. The peak in the
impedance spectra at 45 kHz was found to be due to the ring
breathing
mode
of
the piezoelectric stack. The first
resonance peak at about 20 kHz is the resonance of the horn
tip. The resonance at 35 kHz is associated with resonance of
the full assembly (horn, backingand
stack). The slight
mismatch in the reactance data at the resonance of the horn
(35 kHz ) tip is due to the large Q of the resonators. If the
data is measured on a finer frequency scale a better visual

.

le+5

matchtothedatais
observed. The coefficients usedto
determine the impedance data can also be used to determine
the velocity of the front face, displacement of the horn tip
and power delivered to the horn however it should be noted
that impedance data is small signal data. The response ofthe
system and the losses can change considerably under high
fields..
The acceleration of the front and back face of the
horn assembly was measured with a pair of Endevco 2292
accelerometers. The frequency response is shown in Figure 6
along with the responsepredicted by the model. In the model
wehaveaddedanimpedance
Z=imo(m = accelerometer
mass) to the front and back acoustic ports to account for the
massdampingoftheaccelerometers.
An exampleofthe
current-voltage relationship for an unloaded horn is shown in
Figure 7. The tuned load is resistivewith animpedance of 50
ohms.
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Figure 5. The impedance data of the horn and the predicted
impedance using equation 15 and the datain Table 1.
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Figure 6. The measured acceleration response of the horn tip
and backing face comparedtoresponsecalculatedfromthe
model.

Figure 7. The voltage and current for the horn
drivenatlowfields.Theaverage
power is 6 Watts.The
frequency is 22 H z .
OF LOAD
111. EFFECT
In the current drill designbyCybersonics
an
ultrasonic horn driven at 20-23 kHz is used to excite a free
floating drill orcoring bit into various rock samples. The
actionissimilarto
a jackhammer impact. Although the
electrical drive is of the order of 20 kHz, considerable low
frequency components are present in the drill. The load on
the horn tip is non linear
and substantial subharmonics are
producedwhichaid
in thedrilling process. A schematic
diagram of the drill assembly is shown in Figure 8. The drill
is in contact with the horn tip and is driven from the horn at
the horn tip velocity. The tip of the drill or.corer is impacted
into the rock sample creating stress fracture in the material.
An Optional restoring
is used to aid in returning the
drill base to the horn tip where the action is repeated. A free

massbetweenthehornand
drill basswasfoundtoincreaseeffortsareunderwaytomodelthe
thelowfrequency
energy transfer as wellasreducethefrequencycomponents.
dependence ofthe drilling rates on the drill stem length.

source oftheselow

IV CONCLUSIONS
horn
free mass
spring
drill
Rock

Theequivalent circuit for a stepped horn actuator
assembly was presented includingthe stress bolt and backing
layers. The model was compared to experimental data for a
standard horn design. Impedance and acceleration data from
the horn were found to agree very well with the impedance
and acceleration predicted by the model. The horn was used
to actuate an ultrasonic/sonicdrill design by Cybersonics Ltd.
The drill wasshownto
drill in bothhard and soft rock
samplesatpowerlevelsof
5 Watts. Test results from the
drill indicate that it may be a suitable candidate for a rover
basedsamplingsystemdueto
the small axial loads and
torque associated with thisdrill

Figure 8. Schematic cross section of the drill assembly with
restoring spring and impedance matching mass.
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